
DYNAMIC VIDEO MOSAICING AND AUGMENTED REALITYFOR SUBSEA INSPECTION AND MONITORINGE. Trucco, A. Doull, F. Odone, A. Fusiello, D. LaneOcean Systems LaboratoryDepartment of Computing and Electrical EngineeringHeriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, EH14 4ASScotland, UKAbstractThis paper reports a powerful technique for building panoramic mosaics from videosequences automatically. No information about the camera motion nor on its opticalparameters are necessary. Mosaics can be built even in the presence of objects mov-ing in front of the target scene (dynamic mosaicing), which are deleted by motionanalysis. The technique also makes augmented reality possible, that is, inserting newelements in a video sequence under the correct perspective. Some results are includedand discussed, and a URL where to �nd further results, color mosaics and MPEGsequences given.1 Introduction1.1 What is a mosaic?A mosaic is a panoramic image of a scene formed by several overlapping images, eachcapturing only a portion of the scene. Mosaics are a useful way to represent theinformation of a video sequence: since sequence frames have often signi�cant overlap,a mosaic of the sequence can provide signi�cant compression rates. There are severalpossible descriptions of a scene that can be chosen depending on the scene in exam[1]:Salient still [2, 3]. Static mosaics have been previously referred as salient stills ofsimply mosaics. They are usually built in batch mode, by aligning all frames of asequence to a reference coordinate system. Static mosaics can be e�cient represen-tations for video storage and retrieval. The same techniques used for mosaicing canbe also used for image stabilization, video compression, and content-based layeredrepresentation of information [4].Dynamic mosaic. A limitation of static mosaics is that they are in constructed inbatch mode: mosaic construction cannot begin before all frames are loaded. An alter-native is to build dynamic mosaics, the contents of which is variable and constantly



updated in time with the information of the current frame. When the �rst frame isread, the mosaic will coincide with the frame itself. In the further steps, the mosaicwill be updated in order to be coherent with the latest frame read [1, 5].Multiresolution mosaic. Changes in image resolution can occur within a sequenceif the camera zooms signi�cant in or out. A mosaic built at low resolution contains lessinformation than the original sequence; on the other hand, a the mosaic at the highestresolution in the sequence would oversample low-resolution frames. This problem canbe handled with a multi-resolution structure with captures information from each newframe at its highest resolution level.1.2 What can mosaics be used for?Video mosaicing has recently attracted a growing interest from the subsea roboticscommunity, but also in the �elds of automatic indexing of video data [6] , videocoding, video editing, and virtual reality [7].In the subsea domain, mosaics of sidescan sonar images are well known. Their con-struction is relatively simple thank to strong assumptions on the motion of the sensor.Video mosaics of subsea sequences have several applications in marine biology andgeophysics, defence, surveying [8] mapping and autonomous navigation[9].1.3 About this paperThis paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces mosaic building, homographyestimation, and some applications. Section 3 sketches the feature tracking algorithmwe adopted. Section 4 details mosaic building with a single motion, and Section 5does the same for the case of multiple motions. Section 7 shows some results. Section6 sketches how to build augmented reality mosaics. A short summary closes thepaper.2 Technical background2.1 How is a mosaic built?In this paper, we adopt the following algorithm. (1) We track the motion of specialpoints, or features, across the sequence. (2) We use the position of correspondingfeatures in di�erent frames to work out the image transformation, or warping, aligningtwo frames correctly. We assume that this transformation is a homography [10], thatis, a simple matrix operator producing the coordinates of a feature in a frame fromits coordinates in a di�erent one. Notice that this can be regarded as computing themotion of image points through the sequence, assuming that a matrix multiplicationis a valid motion model.Various other methods exist; algorithmic di�erences impact tracking, motion analysis,and frame alignment algorithms. [11, 7] discuss the pros and cons of various methods.



2.2 Homography estimationConsider an image sequence with negligible parallax, which means that subsequentframes are approximately related by a homography. Assume that a set of correspond-ing points (features) have been tracked through the sequence (Section 3).Four points, no three of them collinear, determine a unique homography. Indeed, eightindependent parameters are required to de�ne the homography. Two correspondingpoints (u; v), (u0; v0) in frames I and I 0 respectively provides two equations:( u0(H3;1u+H3;2v+H3;3) = H1;1u+H1;2v+H1;3v0(H3;1u+H3;2v+H3;3) = H2;1u+H2;2v+H2;3 : (1)It is then necessary to �nd at least four point correspondences to de�ne the transfor-mation matrix up to a scale factor. Equation (1) can be rearranged as:" u v 1 0 0 0 �uu0 �vu0 �u0 0 0 u v 1 �uv0 �vv0 �v0 #26666666666664 H1;1H1;2H1;3H2;1H2;2H2;3H3;1H3;2H3;3
37777777777775 = 0: (2)For n � 4 points, we obtain a rank-de�cient system of homogeneous linear equations,which has the form Lh = 0. If n > 4 there are more equations than unknown, and,in general, only a least-squares solution can be found.3 TrackingThis section describes the tracker we adopted [12]. Consider an image sequenceI(m; t), with m = [u; v]> ; the coordinates of an image point. If the time samplingfrequency is su�ciently high, we can assume that small image regions are displacedbut their intensities remain unchanged:I(x; t) = I(�(m); t+ � ); (3)where �(�) is the motion �eld, specifying the warping that is applied to image points.The fast-sampling hypothesis allows us to approximate the motion with a translation,that is, �(m) = m + d, where d is a displacement vector. The tracker's task is tocompute d for a number of selected points for each pair of successive frames in thesequence.As the image motion model is not perfect, and because of image noise, Eq. (3) is notsatis�ed exactly. The problem is then �nding the displacement d̂ which minimizesthe SSD residual: � =XW �I(m+ d; t+ � )� I(m; t)�2 (4)



whereW is a small image window centered on the point for which d is computed. Byplugging the �rst-order Taylor expansion of I(m+ d; t + � ) into (4), and imposingthat the derivatives with respect to d are zero, we obtain the linear system Gd = e;where G =XW rI rI>; e = ��XW ItrI; (5)with = rI = [@I=@u @I=@v]> and It = @I=@t: Using this linear approximation of thesolution, the Newton-Raphson iterative algorithm for minimizing (4) writes:� d0 = 0dk+1 = dk + d̂:where dk is the displacement estimate at iteration k and d̂ is the solution ofGd̂ =XW h(I(m; t)� I(m+dk; t+1))rI(m; t)i:In this framework, a feature can be tracked reliably if a numerically stable solutionto Eq. (3) can be found, which requires that G is well-conditioned and its entriesare well above the noise level. In practice, since the larger eigenvalue is bounded bythe maximum allowable pixel value, the requirement is that the smaller eigenvalue issu�ciently large. Calling �1 and �2 the eigenvalues ofG, we accept the correspondingfeature if min(�1; �2) > �; where � is a user-de�ned threshold [13].The tracker produces a list of features coordinates for each image. For each couple ofimages, after all the features lost by the tracker have been discarded, the homographycan be produced, using the method described in Section 2.2.4 Mosaicing with single motionThe construction of a mosaic is accomplished in three stages: motion estimation,registration and rendering. Motion estimation has been described in Sections 2.2.4.1 Frame registrationOnce we have calculated the homography between image pairs, we must choose acommon reference frame onto which to warp all image of the sequence. This can bedone in two ways, depending on the amount of frame-to-frame overlap.Frame to �xed frame registration. If the images do not change too much, thatis, if the overlapping between an arbitrary pair of images is signi�cant, a frame can bechosen as reference. The homographies to compute align each image to the referenceframe.Adjacent frames registration. If changes across sequence frames are signif-icant, tracking is best done between contiguous frames. Transformation betweennon-contiguous frames, necessary to produce the global alignment, can be obtainedby multiplying the transformation matrices of the in-between image frames.



4.2 Sequence alignmentIn this case the 2D motion estimation and alignment of the image frames of thesequence can be performed in three ways [1].Adjacent frames. The homographies are computed between successive frames ofthe sequence. They can be composed to obtain the alignment between any two framesof the sequence.Frame to mosaic. To limit the problem of misalignments, for every new framea temporary mosaic can be built and the new homography is computed between itand the new frame. This approach is alternative to the one of global alignment andfurther blending.Mosaic to frame. If one wants to maintain each image in its coordinate system itcan be better to align the mosaic to the current frame.If a parallax-based 3D model is needed, given a sequence of images with full correspon-dences between adjacent ones, one can compute, for each view, the plane homographyand the relative a�ne structure, using the previous view as the \second view", andthen warp it to a reference view (the \third" view) using the appropriate view param-eters, that is the new correspondences between the current image and the referenceone.4.3 Mosaic renderingOnce the images have been aligned, they can be integrated (or blended) into a mosaicusing a temporal �lter. Such �lter produces the intensity of a mosaic pixel from theintensities of all corresponding pixels in the sequence. Possible �lters include thefollowing (see [1] for a review).The temporal average of the intensity values. Moving objects would leave a \ghost-like" trace into the mosaic. This is e�ective for removing temporal noise.The most recent information, that is, the entire content of the most recent frame isused to update the mosaic.The temporal median of the intensity values. Here, moving objects with intensitypatterns stationary for less than half of the sequence tend to disappear. In practice,moving objects are treated as outliers. The results are sharper than the ones obtainedwith temporal average.5 Mosaicing with multiple motionsThis section describes a method to segment moving objects, in order to build a mosaicof the background only.After constructing the mosaic with feature-based registration, moving objects aresegmented out by computing the grey-level di�erences between the stable background



(mosaic) and the current frame. Similar approaches to ours have been used in the�eld of surveillance and targeting, where the egomotion of the camera is compensatedbefore extracting moving targets from the background. For instance, in [14, 5] themotion is computed for every pixel with a robust technique, and outliers masks givethe moving object. In [15] temporal analysis of gray levels, based on probabilisticmodels and a-priori information, is carried out in order to segment moving objects.The motion of the background, that is, the relative motion of the camera with respectto the scene, can be estimated with a robust technique [16]. The idea is to identifypixels belonging to moving objects as outliers of the main motion �eld, that is, thehomography of the background. This assumes that moving objects are not too big.Then, sequence registration can be performed in the usual way.To segment out moving objects a suitable temporal �lter must be chosen, for instancethe median or the weighted median. The blending stage mosaics the whole back-ground, while the moving objects disappear. A synthetic sequence of the backgroundwithout the moving object can be obtained with a mosaic-to-frame registration (thatis, a back registration of the mosaic onto every single frame of the image sequence)A di�erence-based technique has been found e�ective for our purposes. Grey-leveldi�erences are computed between each original frame and the equivalent virtual one.The result is thresholded to obtain a binary map. The binary motion map iden-ti�es the image regions correspinding to moving objects, plus smaller blobs due tomisalignments, change in illumination or noise.
Figure 1: First, central and last frame from a sequence of a benthic structure (courtesyof IFREMER).To segment out only the objects in motion, we assume for simplicity that only oneobject was moving in the scene. This is not strictly necessary, as long as movingpixels are (signi�cantly) fewer than background ones. We detected the object in the�rst frame by choosing the area of the binary map containing the bigger connectedcomponent of moving pixels. After this initialisation, for every frame i, the centroidof the largest connected component of its binary map is computed. The connectedcomponent of the (i+1)�th binary map chosen is the closest to the previous centroid.At this point post-processing of the resulting maps is also needed, in order to obtaingood quality segmentations. The morphological operator closure [17], that is dilationand erosion in cascade, produce a more compact blob, without adding noise andwithout altering its original dimension.



6 Augmented realityHere, we use augmented reality to indicate content-based editing of a video sequence,typically adding a synthetic object, such as a banner (see next section for an example),to a background mosaic with or without moving object re-instated. The idea is to editthe background mosaic to add the object, then use a decoding procedure to create anew realistic sequence. The insertion of the synthetic object is done on a metricallyrecti�ed mosaic, that is, after warping the mosaic onto a convenient plane whichmakes the object addition simple and geometrically consistent [4]. After editing, therecti�ed mosaic is then warped back onto its original plane, and the synthetic objecappears automatically in the correct perspective.
Figure 2: Mosaic of the sequence in the previous �gure.7 ResultsFigure 1 shows frames 0, 70 and 138 from a sequence acquired by VICTOR, a ROVdeveloped and operated by IFREMER, during a dive in the Paci�c. This sequencecontains a single relative motion between camera and scene. No information aboutcamera nor vehicle motion was available. Figure 2 shows the mosaic of the sequence.Notice the warping of the individual frames, compensating for zoom and camerarotation.Figure 3 is another result with a single-motion sequence (not shown), this time ac-quired by a hand-held commercial camcorder. Again no information on motion orcamera parameters was known.Figure 4 shows frame 0, 20 and 40 of a sequence containing two di�erent motions.A commercial camcorder was moved by hand to track a car. The motion of the carpixels is di�erent from that of the background pixels. Figure 5 shows the mosaic ofthe background from the whole sequence obtained after removing the car from thesequence by motion segmentation. Figure 6 shows an example of augmented reality:



Figure 3: Mosaic of a laboratory sequence.
Figure 4: First, middle and last frames of a sequence containing two di�erent motions.a Heriot-Watt University banner has been inserted in the sequence (here, only oneframe is shown). The correct perspective is computed automatically.These and other examples, including colour mosaics and MPEG sequences, can befound at http://www.cee.hw.ac.uk/~fusiello/mosaic demo.8 ConclusionsWe have presented a powerful technique for building panoramic mosaics from videosequences automatically, without information about the camera motion or its opticalparameters. Mosaics can be built from sequences containing one or several relativemotion between camera and scene. Robust motion analysis and frame di�erencingare used to remove moving objects and build background mosaics, onto which the
Figure 5: Mosaic of the car sequence, after remobing the car by motion analysis.
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